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Cooking Academy



How it all started…
back in 2013, in one dogme-style lesson…



My students Kosta, Filip, Kaća and Ana gave it 
a name and supported the first workshop 



When and how often?

Once per term or school year
On Friday afternoons 3-4 p.m.
On two occasions as students change shifts! 
On Saturdays? – Why not? If it’s your working day 
 During the lesson?  

+ YES if it is a simple recipe with very few ingredients 
- NO if it is more elaborate!



How long?

1 hour for the students

3 hours for the teachers

Who?

 Students aged 8-9 up to 14-15

 At least 3-4 teachers

Where?

 In a bigger classroom with 
the toilet nearby



How?

 Find the recipe (which requires no cooker)
Make an attractive poster announcement at school

 Put up a sign-up list and 
ask students to bring an 

 Shop for the ingredients
 Bring all the utensils from home – cutlery and crockery
 Set it all up! Remember, it’s team work ;) 

Before the workshop



How?

 3-4 teachers involved:
2 working with the little chefs
1 taking photos and writing on the board
(1 helping out) 
 3 stations: 2 tables for cooking and 1 for ingredients
 Elicit and demonstrate all the food items and utensils 
Write the ingredients and cooking verbs on the board

During the workshop



How?

Setting up the classroom



Start cooking 



Busy bees!





How?

 The dish is now ready for a short video presentation

 Photos are taken for further promotion on the social media 
One dish is usually eaten, but another one is usually made 

to be taken home 
 Teachers take another hour or two to tidy up the room…

After the workshop



Recipes that 
worked for us



Lemon and Lime 
Cheesecake









Speedy
Fruit Cake







Benefits of a cookery workshop
for the students:

 no bookwork !!!
 cooking like a chef 
 creating, playing, experimenting
 using all their senses: esp. smell, taste and touch
 learning something new – food items and utensils
 raising awareness about healthy food
 promoting gender and age equality
 sharing, taking turns and being patient





Benefits of a cookery workshop
for the teachers:

 no bookwork !!!
 cooking like a chef 
 creating, playing, experimenting…

1) with very keen students 
2) and supportive colleagues                          

joy



Marko

Jovana

Jelena

Nataša
Milana 

Nemanja
Sofija
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Cooking Academy

Thanks!
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